HEALING
APPLE

TOURMALINGO EX8
(Slightly scented)

Tourmalingo has more than 20 years sales experience, customer's voice, reliable trust

Five kinds of aroma effect are added
Eight effects of TOURMALINGO
●Healing

Mechanism of tourmalingo
Among the tourmalingo, there is a fine high

●Aroma effect

●Deodorizing

※1

●Electromagnetic wave measures

Its vibrational energy adjusts the disturbed vibrational

●Getting to sleep well

●Feng shui

●Refresh air

●Become a positive feeling

※1

Cf. deodorization & antibacterial data

※

dimensional vibrational energy.
energy such as our physical and mind and living
environment, and returns it to its original normal state.

There are individual differences in effect,

we homepage

bodily sensation.

Color variations

Product Details
●Product size：H64×W70×D55㎜ (Approximately 100 g)
●Package size：H70×W67×D67㎜
●Container / PET Resin
●Contents / Magnetic field water , Water absorbing agent
aaaaa

【Rose】

【Eucalyptus】 【Green apple】 【Lavender】

Tourmaline , Natural aroma oil

【Lemon】

What is TOURMALINGO

Luck and aroma that color brings

●Why is vibration adjustment necessary?

Pink Apple【Rose / balanced refreshing fragrance】

Our living environment is surrounded by modern buildings and

Pink is called a symbol of love. You will be lucky in love by placing Pink

artifacts, vibrations of space are very disturbed due to air

Apple.

pollution, electromagnetic waves of electric products, human

Blue Apple【Eucalyptus / scent with cool feeling】

dissatisfaction and uneasiness, stressing our mentally and

Blue is called that your dream will come true. By clearing your mind like

physically It also causes fatigue and poor physical condition.

a blue sky, you can make your dream reality.

●What is TOURMALINGO made of?

Green Apple 【Green apples / Cheerful and honesty】

It is made of a combination of a ceramic tourmaline known as a

Green is called to bring you a health. It brings moisture and happiness

healing power stone called October's birthstone, aka "Electric

to your heart and gives you both physical and mental vitality.

Stone" that generates negative ions, a magnetic field water,

Purple Apple【Lavender / elegant and vivid aroma】

and a water absorbing agent (water retention).

Purple is called that encounter new people by chance. We bring

●Mechanism of tourmalingo？

valuable encounters and experiences, and we will have deeper trust.

In addition to the deodorizing effect and the antibacterial effect of Orange Apple【Lemon / fresh and sweet and sour aroma】
the tourmaline ore, the tourmaline involves high quality vibration

Orange is called that you will belucky in money. It carries fulfilling honey

energy, so it is possible to return the distortion of the mind and

from various flowers, bringing golden fruitful luck.

body and living environment back to normal natural rhythm of
nature. Then, the surrounding air is refreshed, disgusting smell
disappears, the heart and body are healed, the mind calms down,
the stress disappears and relaxes, it becomes bright and positive,
and becomes energetic.

●Effective application of tourmaline

TOURMALINGO EX8 [20 pieces set]
Color

Part number

Progeny

JAN cord

Quantity

Pink
Blue
Green
Purple
Orange

TR-801
TR-802
TR-803
TR-804
TR-805

1800yen
1800yen
1800yen
1800yen
1800yen

4532292001862
4532292001879
4532292001886
4532292001893
4532292001909

4
4
4
4
4

★ Dedicated POP, with 5 types of scent samples
Set progeny 36,000yen

Please place 1 to 2 in each place or 1 in 3.3 square meters according to purpose such as a personal computer and electric
products, study desk, bedside, living room, car etc as a guide.

Healing Company

HAPPY TALK
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